
HOW IT WORKS

When a user submits an electronic batch, Availity Essentials Pro 
identifies which claims cannot be received electronically by the payer. 
Those claims are automatically printed remotely, placed in envelopes, 
and mailed to the appropriate payer—eliminating the manual 
submission process and expediting paper claims. Like electronic 
claims, users can report on and check the status of paper claims 
through Essentials Pro. Drop-to-Paper for primary claims is part of the 
core Essentials Pro solution—ask your Account management team 
how your organization can start using it.

Clients can also use Drop-to-Paper for secondary claims, which follows 
a similar process of identifying claims in each batch and automatically 
printing and mailing to the payers, plus a copy of the primary 
Explanation of Payments (EOP). This service pairs well with Availity 
Generated Secondary Claims, where Essentials Pro identifies patients 
with secondary insurance through the primary remittance advice and 
generates a secondary claim using only relevant data required for 
each patient and each payer. Availity then electronically submits those 
claims on your behalf, or drops them to paper if needed.
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Drop-to Paper Solution
Collect Every Dollar You’re Owed

While 96 percent of claims are entered electronically today (source: The CAQH Index, 2019), some claims still require 
paper submission. For most providers, this is a costly and time consuming manual process—staff must identify, print 
(drop to paper), bundle with any relevant attachments, and mail the claims to the appropriate payer address.

The Availity Drop-to-Paper Solution removes this burden and provides an economical way to automate printing and 
mailing of both primary and secondary claims, integrated with your existing Essentials Pro product. Select only the 
components you need—primary or secondary claims, automated secondary claims, Worker’s Comp attachments, dental 
claims—or bundle them for an end-to-end, fully outsourced service.

Learn More
To learn more about our Drop-to-Paper Solution or Availity Generated Secondary 
Claims, contact your account management team or visit Availity.com/EssentialsPro.

BENEFITS

• Submit paper claims faster, within 

 24 hours of receipt in most cases

• Reduce days in accounts receivable (AR)

• Free up staff time and eliminate internal 

 overhead for print and mail

• Receive returned mail electronically, 

 rather than at your office

• Scrub paper claims to ensure HIPAA 

 compliancy and validity of data

• Track the claims through existing RCM 

 reporting, including proof or timely filing

http://www.availity.com
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http://www.availity.com/essentialspro

